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McWhorter, for a man of such absolved logic, enjoyed impossibilities as distant as creation allowed The Ket
language of Siberia is so awesomely rebel as to seem a work of art. McWhorter, It was entirely inherent that
he should enjoy Picasso, whose pictures showed sharper intellectual insight, over David or Michelangelo,
whose workings were but beautiful facsimiles of lifetimes look copied onto dissect and marble. In support of
this description, he states that while he "disagree[s] sustainedly with many of the tenets of the Civil Rights
orthodoxy," he also "supports Barack Obama , reviles the War on Drugs , supports gay marriage , never voted
for George Bush and writes of Black English as coherent speech". In the months since publishing his
controversial new book, "Losing the Race: Self-Sabotage in Black America," the black year-old University of
California-Berkeley linguistics professor has been in hot demand -- by both supporters and critics alike. Just
enjoyed it as a read, no small task with such heavy content. But while educators are well aware of the problem,
there is no agreement on either its cause or its solution. He's the one who writes that African Americans
undermine their own progress by subscribing to "a cult of victimology" that leads them to loaf through school,
mistake minor inconveniences for crippling racism and embrace an anti-intellectual culture that frowns on
serious scholarship. McWhorter, McWhorter looked a trifle annoyed at first, but gradually his well-shaped
face took on more complacent, amused lines. Needless to say, this line of thinking is stirring some angry
reaction. John and I were among the few who wanted something different. Ward Connerly, the leader of a
national anti-affirmative action movement, has called to chat him up. McWhorter looked at me, surprised. As
McWhorter sees it, in one way or another this happens to many black students. An eloquent scholar with a
coherent worldview and a mesmerizing intellectual confidence, McWhorter has proven that supreme academic
accomplishment is well within reach for the millions of young, black thinkers. Please help improve this
section by adding citations to reliable sources. Mitchell Duneier, a sociologist who makes it clear that he holds
a higher opinion of contemporary black culture than McWhorter, introduces the author by noting not just his
thesis, or his four previous books about linguistics , but also the fact that he speaks Spanish, French and
German and has a decent working knowledge of Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Dutch, Swedish and Hebrew.
Ive seen numerous languages that are creat ive and fiendishly arduous and stochasticbut no language is ever
simpler than the other. Please, rump, McWhorter smilingly said. With a prickle sand of skittishness I had bury
since my young carnivore days, I introduced myself and holded if he could foreswear duration for a truncated
interview. My academic career impinges on my public one: I turn down requests to write and speak in favor of
maintaining my scholarly outlook. But his argument is flawed. In recent months he has made dozens of
speeches, often before people who were insulted by what he has to say and quick to let him know it.
McWhorter accosting. Some call his opinions overly sweeping, given that most of his book was drawn from
others' research and selected incidents from his own life. If you give yourself wholeheartedly up for the
language to modelling, the culture starts to mold you too. He makes regular public radio and television
appearances on related subjects. In addition to his longtime love of foreign languagesâ€”he would later
become proficient or fluent in nine of themâ€”McWhorter was a born film buff. Others made only feeble
efforts to do senior thesis work. The Manhattan Institute, a conservative think tank, has named him a
contributing editor to its journal.


